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ABSTRACT
The large majority of websites nowadays embeds third-party
JavaScript into their pages, coming from external partners.
Ideally, these scripts are benign and come from trusted sources, but over time, these third-party scripts can start to misbehave, or to come under control of an attacker. Unfortunately, the state-of-practice integration techniques for thirdparty scripts do not impose restrictions on the execution of
JavaScript code, allowing such an attacker to perform unwanted actions on behalf of the website owner and/or website visitor.
In this paper, we present a two-tier sandbox architecture to enable a website owner to enforce modular finegrained security policies for potential untrusted third-party
JavaScript code. The architecture contains an outer sandbox that provides strong baseline isolation guarantees with
generic, coarse-grained policies and an inner sandbox that
enables fine-grained, stateful policy enforcement specific to
a particular untrusted application. The two-tier approach
ensures that the application-specific policies and untrusted
code are by default confined to a basic security policy, without imposing restrictions on the expressiveness of the policies.
Our proposed architecture improves upon the state-of-theart as it does not depend on browser modification nor preprocessing or transformation of untrusted code, and allows
the secure enforcement of fine-grained, stateful access control policies. We have developed a prototype implementation on top of a open-source sandbox library in the ECMAScript 5 specification, and applied it to a representative
online advertisement case study to validate the feasibility
and security of the proposed architecture.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Embedding external content into web pages is becoming
more and more popular. A recent report [1] shows that 97%
of Fortune 500 web sites display content from external partners using e.g. JavaScript widget providers, ad networks, or
packaged software providers. Typically, a web master of a
hosting page needs to trust the external JavaScript code before inserting it to the page since the external JavaScript
(mashup) code run in the context of the hosting page. However sometimes this trust can be misplaced. In September
2009, readers of the New York Times website faced a fake
virus infection pop-up which directs the readers to a web
page that claims to offer anti-virus software. The attack
happened because the external content, e.g. the ad, is normally fetched dynamically from an external source by the
user’s browser [24], which is not under the control of the
hosting page.
There have been a number of solutions proposed dealing
with untrusted JavaScript code, such as Google Caja [17],
Facebook JavaScript [4], ADsafe [2] and Conscript [16], and
so on. However, we identified some important limitations
with the current state of the art as will be discussed in more
detail in Section 2. In particular, most of the approaches require (1) browser modifications or server-side pre-processing
e.g. static validation, filtering, or transformation of the untrusted JavaScript, limiting the deployment capabilities, or
(2) restrict the expressiveness of the enforcement to coarsegrained access control policies.
To achieve both the expressiveness of security policies as
well as easy of deployment of our secure integration architecture, we propose a client-side security architecture that
enforces fine-grained, stateful security policies for untrusted
JavaScript code but does not require pre-processing of the
code nor browser modification. This client-side security architecture is realized by means of a two-tier sandbox architecture: a generic, coarse-grained sandbox provides strong

baseline isolation guarantees, whereas a second sandbox enables fine-grained, stateful policy enforcement specific to a
particular untrusted application. The application-specific
policy enforcement code is executed within an outer sandbox environment which guarantees that it – even if subverted
or badly written – will still adhere to some general security
policies provided by the baseline isolation of the outer sandbox, and e.g. does not give unauthorized access to sensitive
resources or unintentionally leak unprotected references.
We have developed a prototype implementation of the proposed two-tier sandbox architecture, leveraging on recent
developments in ECMAScript 5, a new JavaScript specification. For the sandboxing technology, we have built upon
an existing open-source JavaScript library [3]. This library
applies the strict mode of ECMAScript 5, and allows to load
and execute untrusted code dynamically in a sandbox environment. The fined-grained policy enforcement is a modified
version of our lightweight self-protecting JavaScript mechanism [19, 14], and improves upon the earlier work by achieving strong security guarantees and being able to deal with
untrusted code. The policies express access control restrictions for both method calls as well as property accesses, and
are expressed in pure JavaScript so that a policy writer can
easily express stateful and fine-grained policies.
Our proposed architecture improves upon the state-ofthe-art since it does not depend on browser modification
nor transformation of client-side code, and allows the secure
enforcement of fine-grained, stateful access control policies
for untrusted JavaScript. The solution enables applicationspecific policy enforcement, even if multiple third-party applications are loaded on the same page. We have applied
the prototype implementation to a set of mashup components, and a representative online advertisement case study
to validate the feasibility and security of the proposed architecture.

Organization.
The rest of this paper is written as follows. The next section briefly sketches the challenges for securely integrating
third-party JavaScript, and expresses the requirements for
a client-side security architecture. Section 3 proposes the
two-tier enforcement architecture for policy enforcement of
untrusted code on an API in sandbox compartments. We
present the prototype implementation of the architecture in
Section 4. In Section 5 we present our design for specifying
fine-grained policies. The validation of the prototype are
presented and discussed in Section 6. Discussion and future
work are given in Section 8.

2.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The state-of-practice technique to integrate third-party
scripts in webpages is via script inclusion [22]. By doing so,
the browser will execute the code as if it part of the original
webpage, without any restrictions of the Same-Origin Policy.
As a side effect, the third-party code executes in the same
JavaScript context, and has access to all the code and data
of the integrating webpage.
This is clearly not desirable in case the third-party JavaScript
is malicious or can not be trusted. But even if the external
party is trustworthy at the moment of website construction,
the partner can become malicious over time, or be the victim
of an attacker by itself. As a result, if an attacker controls
the integrated script, he has full control over the hosting

website and can perform unwanted actions on behalf of the
website owner as well as website visitors.
Therefore, several countermeasures have been proposed [21,
13, 11, 19, 16, 12] and some of them are widely adopted [17,
4, 2]. Section 7 discusses various solutions in more detail, but
in this section we briefly highlight two important shortcomings in the current state-of-the-art: the ease of deployment
and the expressiveness of security policies.

Ease of deployment.
There are several modes of deployment, each with their
own characteristics. The most invasive set of solutions require client-side modifications [18, 16, 25], which strongly
limits the adoption of the solution, and requires web users
to install additional extensions or custom-build browsers.
Other solutions requires server-side pre-processing (such as
filtering, transforming or wrapping untrusted code) [11] or
impose restrictions to the third-party code to adhere to safe
subset of JavaScript [4, 2, 12].
Both browser modification and pre-processing approaches
make the deployment more difficult, and differ from the
state-of-practice setting in which a legacy browser fetches
JavaScript code directly from the external partner.

Expressiveness.
Most of available solutions only allow coarse-grained access control policies to be specified. Facebook JavaScript [4],
ADsafe [2], and Google Caja [17] for instance only allow to
enforce general coarse-grained policies for untrusted JavaScript.
Alternative solutions providing fine-grained policy enforcement rely however on client-side modifications [18, 16, 25]
or server-side pre-processing [11].
Another key issue in policy enforcement is that writing
fine-grained, stateful policies can be hard and error-prone,
and attackers can subvert defective policies to bypass the enforcement [16, 14]. One approach to tackling this issue is to
constrain the way that policies are written, however it limits the expressiveness of policies. For instance, WebJail [25]
constrains policies to whitelists to avoid ‘inverse sandbox ’
attacks. Designing a specific policy language which can construct a suitable static type system to ensure the correctness
of policies [16] but this typically also requires modifications
to the browser.

2.1

Requirements

As stated before, the current set of secure integration
techniques for third-party JavaScript either rely on browser
modification or code pre-processing, or strongly limits the
expressiveness of the security policies. To achieve an expressive and easy-deployable client-side security architecture, we
therefore propose the following requirements:
R1. The client-side security architecture should be able to
cope with fine-grained security and/or stateful security
policies.
For instance, a policy developer should be able to express that (1) only a subset of security-sensitive operations can be used, (2) that certain functions only can
be called if the arguments satisfy additional constraints
(e.g. appear in a whitelist), and (3) that no cross-origin
requests may be sent out after user-supplied input has
been received (e.g. as part of a form).
R2. To ease the deployment of the security architecture,

the solution should not require any modification of
the browser, nor should depend on server-side preprocessing of the untrusted JavaScript code.
By targeting mainstream browsers, the solution can
be deployed without additional effort of the end-user
(such as downloading a specific browser extension or
custom-build browser). Without the need for code preprocessing, the state-of-practice integration technique
can be preserved to directly embed external scripts in
the browser.
R3. The client-side security architecture provides complete
mediation in accessing security-sensitive operations. Irrespectively of how the security-sensitive operation gets
called, the security policies is always applied.
R4. The client-side security architecture must be robust to
potential flaws in security policies.
Since the process of writing fine-grained and/or stateful security policies can be error-prone [15, 16, 14],
the security architecture must be able to limit the elevation of privileges in case a security check can be
circumvented due to a policy flaw.

Our motivation for the architecture is that giving a limited set of allowed operations as coarse-grained policy, a policy developer can define additional, fine-grained restrictions.
Hereby, the policy developer can focus on the applicationspecific policy, rather that coping with the technicalities of
achieving the basic set of restrictions and complete mediation.

Outer sandbox.
The outer sandbox provides a reusable sandboxing layer
that enforces coarse-grained security policies, i.e. the outer
sandbox limits the set of security-sensitive operations and
properties available to the inner-sandbox.
By separating this functionality as a separate and reusable
sandbox, the two-tier architecture is able to provide strong
baseline guarantees, irrespectively of eventual policy flaws
in the inner sandbox.
Also the quite challenging effort of achieving complete mediation in a JavaScript environment [19, 14] can be easily
reused over multiple instantiations. Once the outer sandbox achieves complete mediation to a particular securitysensitive operation, this complete mediation is automatically
inherited by any inner sandbox.

Inner sandbox.

3.

TWO-TIER SANDBOX ARCHITECTURE

The main purpose of the client-side security architecture is
to build a sandbox environment, in which untrusted scripts
can run securely. In such a sandbox environment, all accesses to security-sensitive operations are mediated, and are
controlled via a security policy.

3.1

Two-tier approach

Since writing fine-grained and/or stateful security policies can be hard and error-prone, especially for rich environment such as client-side web scripting, we propose a two-tier
sandbox architecture. The architecture protects securitysensitive operations by nesting two sandbox environments,
as depicted in Fig. 1: a generic, coarse-grained outer sandbox provides strong baseline isolation guarantees, whereas a
second sandbox enables fine-grained, stateful policy enforcement specific to a particular untrusted application.
Base-line API
implementation,
in e.g. `api.js’ file
Sandbox running policy
code, defined in a
separate file e.g. `policy.js’

Sandbox running
untrusted code,
defined in a
separate file e.g.
`untrusted.js’

The policy code can only
access the base-line API and
provided wrapper functions
The untrusted code can only
access objects returned by
the enforcement sandbox

JavaScript
environment,
i.e. the DOM

The inner sandbox enforces additional application-specific
constraints upon access to security-sensitive operations or
properties. Since the baseline guarantees are already provided by the outer sandbox, the inner sandbox can provide
an expressive policy environment to the policy writer, allowing him to express fine-grained and/or stateful security
policies specific to an untrusted application.
In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on finegrained access control policies, but the proposed security
architecture can also be interesting to enforce usage control
policies or information flow control policies.

Loading the security architecture.
Loading the security architecture works as follows. First,
the outer sandbox, mediating access between the inner sandbox and the hosting page, loads itself and makes a limited set
of security-sensitive operations available to the inner sandbox according to the coarse-grained policy. Next, the inner
sandbox loads the untrusted JavaScript code into the second
sandbox environment, in which accesses to security-sensitive
operations are mediated by the application-specific security
policy.
By doing so, accesses from untrusted JavaScript to securitysensitive operations first pass the application-specific policy
enforcement of the inner sandbox. Upon approval of the
application-specific policy, the call is delegated to the coarsegrained policy enforcement of the outer sandbox. This defensein-depth approach ensures that the two-tier sandbox architecture, even if application-specific policy get subverted, can
always guarantee coarse-grained isolation provided by the
reusable outer sandbox, and therefore cannot unintentionally provide accesses to security-sensitive operations or properties on the hosting page.

4.
Figure 1: The two-tier sandbox architecture

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

The prototype implementation of the two-tier sandbox
architecture consists of two parts: the security architec-

ture realizing the sandboxing of untrusted code, and the
fine-grained policy enforcement mechanism. For realizing
the sandbox architecture purely in JavaScript, we employ a
sandbox library namely Secure ECMAScript (SES) [3], developed in ECMAScript 5 by the Google Caja Team.
In this section, we briefly introduce the SES sandbox library and then present our prototype implementation of the
architecture which is built on top of the SES library. The
fine-grained policy enforcement mechanism is discussed in
more detail in Section 5.

var a p i = { . . . } ; // c o n s t r u c t i n g
var makeSandbox =
cajaVM . compileModule ( u n t r u s t e d C o d e S r c ) ;
var sandboxed = makeSandbox ( a p i ) ;

Built on top of the SES sandbox library, our two-tier sandbox architecture consists of two nested sandbox compartments. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that the baseline API
is developed in a separated file ‘api.js’, the policy code is
specified in ‘policy.js’ file, and the untrusted code is retrieved
4.1 The Secure ECMAScript 5 sandbox library
from a third-party site and stored at the hosting server in
(SES)
‘untrusted.js’ file1 . Listing 1 illustrates the deployment of
Features of the current JavaScript language conspire to
the architecture. In this listing, the api variable is the basemake sandboxing nontrivial, and sandboxing untrusted JavaScript line API, constructed in the ‘api.js’ file (included in the hostcode normally requires complex filtering, transforming and
ing page by a <script> tag as normal); the ‘policy.js’ and
wrapping untrusted code to restrict the code to a manage‘untrusted.js’ files are loaded (using XMLHtmlRequest) into
able subset [12]. The ECMAScript 5 specification, released
the policyCode and untrustedCode variables, respectively.
by the ECMA committee in December 2009, has been modified to make sandboxing easier and more widely applicable. ECMAScript 5 (ES5) is a new standard specification of
Listing 1: The structure of two-tier sandbox archiJavaScript language which represents, from a security pertecture
spective, a huge improvement over the previous (current)
var outerSandbox =
specification, ECMAScript 3. Besides new features such as
cajaVM . compileModule ( p o l i c y C o d e ) ;
providing a way (Object.defineProperty method) to emvar enforcedAPI = outerSandbox ( a p i ) ;
ulate platform objects, or providing new APIs, ES5 prol o a d u n t r u s t e d C o d e ( enforcedAPI ) ;
vides more robust programming to write secure JavaScript.
function l o a d u n t r u s t e d C o d e ( a p i ) {
Firstly, objects in ES5 can be frozen such that the frozen obvar innerSandbox
jects are tamper-proof. Secondly, isolation problems in ES3
= cajaVM . compileModule ( untrustedCode ) ;
are solved in ES5 strict mode, a restricted subset of ES5.
innerSandbox ( a p i ) ;
The strict mode creates a restriction on ES5 language to
}
archive two isolation properties: static lexical scope, and no
encapsulation leak. Strict mode provides complete and static
lexical scoping by disallowing deletes on variable names, no
prototype chain for scope objects, disallowing with stateCreating the baseline API.
ments, which provide a mechanism to insert scope objects.
The outer sandbox relies on a baseline API being proIn ES3 and most current browsers, there are several channels
vided, and we assume that such a baseline API is available
that untrusted code running within a restricted closure can
(and verified as in e.g. [23, 20]). Given such a baseline API,
access the global object by referring to the implicit this paour architecture realizes modular and fine-grained policy enrameter, or access critical resources by abusing caller-chain.
forcement on top of such a coarse-grained API in a secure
ES5’s strict mode repairs these leaks by disallowing these
manner. Constructing such an API is not a simple task and
channels to ensure no encapsulation leaks in a closure. These
out of scope for this paper, but we like to refer to ongoing
restrictions can plug encapsulation leaks that happen in ES3
efforts such as the DOMADO library as part of the Google
so that make it possible to implement safe closure-based enCaja project.
capsulation.
To validate the results in this paper, we opted to construct
Secure ECMAScript 5 (SES) is a sandbox library, devela proof-of-concept API which mediates selected accesses to
oped in ES5 strict mode, that enables the construction of a
the DOM. This API has been realized as follows.
sandbox without the need for server-side transformation or
Firstly, we virtualize a critical object by creating a conpre-processing. The main goal of the library is to make unstructor function and store the original critical object in a
trusted code run inside an isolated environment so that the
reference map pointing to the constructor itself (virtualizauntrusted code cannot access global variables and the global
tion is a known technique which has been employed in e.g.
object but can only have access to the whitelist built-in obDomita [17] or ADsafe [2]). The map object is out of the
jects, a provided API (which is essentially mediating access
scope of the constructor function, therefore it is inaccessito security-sensitive operations) and the objects created by
ble from the untrusted code. This can avoid a transforitself. We refer the readers to [23] for the full detail of the
mation or static validation of untrusted code as performed
library together with its semantics and soundness. Giving
in e.g. Domita or ADsafe to prevent untrusted code access
a piece of untrusted code represented as a string variable
special variables storing original critical objects. We use
untrustedCodeSrc with an API api, once the SES library
the WeakMap implementation in the SES library [3] to keep
is initiated in a web page (frame), a sandbox environment
1
We use this method to get untrusted code in order to
can be constructed in the frame as illustrated as follows.
load at runtime using XM LHtmlRequest. An alternative method is to use the Uniform Messaging Policy (see:
4.2 The two-tier sandbox architecture protohttp://www.w3.org/TR/UMP/) to request the code ditype
rectly from the third-party site (cross domain).

such references.
Secondly, we have built the prototype of the constructors
with methods and properties having the same name of those
of critical objects. In each method or property, we can check
the arguments and enforce a static policy to ensure some
security properties before invoking or returning the original
method or property retrieved from the reference map. The
returned object by the original method is also mediated to
ensure the complete mediation. Arguments of a method call
are also wrapped so that no side-effects can happen.

4.3

Tamper-proofing Arguments

Our architecture is based on sandbox compartments in a
SES environment of which the soundness and confinement
have been proved [23]. The capability of untrusted code,
therefore, is confined by the API provided by the enforced
objects and the sandbox environment. It means that the
untrusted code within the sandbox cannot access arbitrary
references except the enforced API.
In a SES environment, built-in objects are frozen so that
untrusted code cannot modify a built-in prototype to launch
prototype poisoning attack on policy enforcement code. Prototype poisoning is an attack vector in which the attacker
can compromise trusted code by modifying a global prototype that is inherited by the trusted code [15, 14]. Our
enforced objects are protected by using Object.seal(obj)
in ES5 so that existing properties of the object become nonconfigurable, i.e. no property descriptors can be changed, and
no properties can be deleted. This is an important improvement since in Mozilla, deleting a wrapped object recovers
the original object [19].

5.

FINE-GRAINED POLICY DEFINITION
AND ENFORCEMENT

policy code, a policy writer can define helper functions and
variables as security states to keep some execution history of
the code, or as some sensitive information such as whitelists.
The basic idea of the enforcement is first to keep the reference to the method or property to be mediated, and then
execute the policy which decides whether to allow access on
the original method or property. Differing from [19], this enforcement is executed within a sandbox environment, therefore local variables and functions are protected. Moreover,
the enforced object is sealed in ES53 so that it cannot be
deleted. We present in detail the enforcement for method
invocation and property access.

5.1

Policy Definition

A policy for method invocation defines whether or not
the invocation may proceed depending on some conditions.
In our enforcement model, a condition could be based on
security states, patterns such as whitelists, and the value of
the arguments. We propose two types of policy definition:
(1) property access policy and (2) method invocation policy
since an object in an API contains properties and methods
proxying accesses to the real corresponding object.

Listing 2: A policy example for an API object
var d o c u m e n t p o l i c y={
getElementById : {
method : function ( a r g s , p r o c e e d ) {
var i d = a r g s [ 0 ] ;
i f ( i d === ’ main ’ ) {
return p r o c e e d ( d i v M a i n p o l i c y ) ;
}
// . . more c a s e s
},
args : [ ’ string ’ ]
}
// o t h e r p r o p e r t i e s and methods ’ d e f i n i t i o n
}
var d i v M a i n p o l i c y = {
style : {
property :{
r e a d : function ( ) { return d i v M s t y l e ; } ,
w r i t e : function ( v a l u e ) { return f a l s e ; }
},
args : [ ’ ∗ ’]
}
// p r o p e r t i e s and methods ’ p o l i c y d e f i n i t i o n
}
var d i v M s t y l e = . . // f u r t h e r p o l i c y

The main goal of our two-tier sandbox architecture is
to define and enforce stateful, fine-grained security policies
specifically to a piece of untrusted JavaScript code. As mentioned briefly in introduction, we adopt the lightweight selfprotecting JavaScript proposed in [19] for policy enforcement in the inner sandbox in our two-tier sandbox architecture. Security policies in this mechanism are defined in pure
JavaScript language in aspect-oriented programming (AOP)
style so that they can express stateful and fine-grained policies. Although the self-protecting JavaScript method provides a way to specify and enforce fine-grained policies, it
does consider the whole page as untrusted code, except for
the policy code itself2 , and therefore cannot be used to define modular policies for portions of untrusted code within
a page. In this work we adapt this enforcement mechanism
to fit on our two-tier sandbox architecture. Moreover, the
implementation of [19] is in current JavaScript specification
and faced some vulnerabilities which have been patched in
later work [14]. We revisit and revise the issues addressed in
[14] to fit in the implementation in the new context of ES5.
Similar to [19], policy enforcement mechanism in this work
mediate access to security-sensitive methods and fields. A
policy for such a mediator defines if the access is allowed,
rejected or modified according to a further policy. Within

A property access policy includes read and write policy
defined in corresponding functions which returns a boolean
value or an object indicating access permission. In the write
function, the value argument is the real value assigning to
the property at runtime, which the policy can inspect before
writing. Note that these values might be further constrained
by some general policies e.g. sanitizing HTML content, in
the baseline API, i.e. by the outer sandbox. In the read

2
The policy code is injected into the header of the page to
ensure that the policy code is executed first in order to wrap
the security critical methods before the untrusted (attacker)
code can get a handle on them

3
In ES5, sealing an object by e.g. Object.seal(obj) can set
all existing properties of the obj object to non-configurable,
i.e. all property descriptors cannot be changed and all the
properties cannot be deleted.

function, we can define further restrictions on the returned
value by returning a policy predefined in an object variable
which is enforced further on the value. These policies are
stateful in which security states can be defined and updated
runtime to be used by the policies.
A method invocation policy of a specific object is defined in
a function with two parameters function(args,proceed){..},
where args contains the arguments of the invocation, and
proceed is the function to control the execution of the original method. Calling the proceed(..) function will allow the
original method to be executed. Our policy definition proposal provides a systematic way to write fine-grained and
stateful policies depending on invocation arguments (first
parameter in the policy function) and security states (can
be encoded in variables) at runtime. If the original method
returns an object, the object must be enforced by a predefined policy to ensure full mediation. Based on the above
assumption on a return object of API call is safe and the fact
that the policy writer knows exactly the type of the returned
object and which policy should be enforced on the returned
object, we provide a way to define this recursive enforcement
by calling the proceed(..) function with one parameter as
the desired policy. This implementation feature is different
from [19] because we enforce policies on API objects while
the implementation in [19] enforces policies on built-in methods. Listing 2 illustrates a policy example on an API object including a method invocation policy (getElementById
in document_policy) that recursively enforces a further policy (div_Main_policy) on the return value, and a property
access policy (style in div_Main_policy).

Inspecting arguments.
As mentioned, a policy may need to inspect the invocation arguments, security states, and/or patterns such as
whitelists. As pointed out in our recent work [19, 14], arguments in JavaScript are non-declarative, thus could be the
source of attacks [19, 14, 11, 16, 15] because of implicit type
conversion in JavaScript when a policy inspects arguments
provided by untrusted code. In our previous work [14], we
proposed a way to define and enforce declarative arguments
by coercing each argument value based on a declared type
to ensure that the value when inspecting is the same value
when using the argument. This declarative argument approach is applied in this work: the types of the arguments
are declared in the args field in policy code as e.g. in Listing 2.
Only argument elements declared by the type array can
be inspected by the policy and the value is explicitly coerced to the defined type. However, we do not have a type
for the return value as in [14] since our policy enforcement
is on API objects which are assumed to be safe. Instead,
we propose more fine-grained enforcement for the returned
object as argued above, whereby it is possible to specify a
policy for a returned object in order to recursively enforce
full mediation.

5.2

Enforcement Method

Our enforcement method is implemented in a whitelist
manner, i.e. only methods and properties defined in the policy are accessible, the other are absent from the enforced
object. We provide an interface to enforce a policy on an
object. The key functionality of the interface is to traverse
the policy to get all the names of methods and properties

together with the policy in order to enforce the policy on
the same name of the object. The methods and properties
of the object not defined in the policy are redefined as an
empty function or null value so that they are not accessible from untrusted code. Listing 3 illustrates part of the
implementation of the interface.

Listing 3: Policy enforcement
function e n f o r c e W h i t e l i s t P o l i c i e s ( o b j e c t ,
p o l i c i e s ){
Obje ct . k e y s ( p o l i c i e s ) . f o r E a c h (
function ( name ) {
// i n s p e c t i f t h e e l e m e n t i s a method ,
// g e t t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g p o l i c y and t y p e s
i f ( method )
wrapMethod ( o b j e c t , name , p o l i c y , t y p e s ) ;
e l s e // p r o p e r t y
wrapProperty ( o b j e c t , name , r e a d P o l i c y ,
writePolicy , types ) ;
});
// i t e r a t e t h e o b j e c t t o make t h e methods
// and p r o p e r t i e s t h a t a r e n o t d e f i n e d i n
// p o l i c i e s u n a c c e s s i b l e
...
return Obj ect . f r e e z e ( o b j e c t ) ;
};
A method call policy and a property access policy are
enforced slightly different. We explain in detail the two enforcement mechanism as below.

5.2.1

Enforcing method call policies

Listing 4: Enforcing a method invocation
function wrapMethod ( o b j e c t , method ,
policy , types ){
// . . f i n d f u n c t i o n f o r p o s s i b l e a l i a s e s
var o r i g i n a l = o b j e c t [ method ] ;
o b j e c t [ method ] = function ( ) {
var p o l A r g s=// . . c l o n e arguments by
// t h e d e f i n e d t y p e s
var p r o c e e d= function ( p o l i c i e s ) {
var r e s u l t=// e x e c u t e o r i g i n a l f u n c
i f ( ! p o l i c i e s ) return r e s u l t ;
return e n f o r c e W h i t e l i s t P o l i c i e s
( result , policies );
}
return p o l i c y ( polArgs , p r o c e e d ) ;
}
return o b j e c t [ method ] ;
}

We adapt our previous enforcement implementation [14]
to handle the enforcement for returned object. In summary,
the enforcement for a method invocation policy is a wrapper
that keeps the reference to the original method of the object to be wrapped, and redefines the method by invoking a
policy function which can control the execution of the original method. As described, a policy is defined as a function

with two arguments: the first argument is the parameters
of the invocation, the second argument is the proceed function, representing the reference to the original function; calling the proceed function will execute the original method.
We modify the proceed function (from [14]) to take one argument as a policy for the returned object of the original
method. If this policy is defined (from the policy to be enforced), the returned object will be recursively enforced by
the provided policy. The simplified snippet of this interface
is illustrated in Listing 4.

5.2.2

Enforcing property access policies

Listing 5: Enforcing a property access with a policy
function wrapProperty ( o b j e c t , p r o p e r t y ,
read , w r i t e , type ) {
var d e s c = Object . g e t O w n P r o p e r t y D e s c r i p t o r
( object , property ) ;
// . . a s s e r t d e s c o b j e c t
var newdesc = {
g e t : function ( ) {
var r e a d P o l i c y = r e a d ( ) ;
var v a l u e = d e s c . g e t . c a l l ( o b j e c t ) ;
i f ( r e a d P o l i c y===true ) return v a l u e ;
i f ( t y p e o f r e a d P o l i c y===’ o b j e c t ’ )
return e n f o r c e W h i t e l i s t P o l i c i e s
( value , readPolicy ) ;
},
s e t : function ( v ) {
var c l o n e V a l u e = coerceByType ( type , v ) ;
var w r i t e P o l i c y = w r i t e ( c l o n e V a l u e ) ;
i f ( t y p e o f c l o n e V a l u e===’ o b j e c t ’ )
c l o n e V a l u e = combine ( c l o n e V a l u e , v ) ;
i f ( w r i t e P o l i c y===true )
return d e s c . s e t . c a l l ( o b j e c t ,
[ cloneValue ] ) ;
},
conf igur able : false ,
enumerable : true
}
O bj e ct . d e f i n e P r o p e r t y ( o b j e c t , p r o p e r t y ,
newdesc ) ;
};
Our enforcement on property access policies relies on the
Object.defineProperty(..) method in ES5 to enforce desired policies. We first get the current getter-setter functions
of the property of the object (using Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(..)) to be enforced. We then define a new descriptor with getter and setter functions to execute read and
write policy functions from the policy so that these policy
functions are always invoked whenever the property is accessed. Depending on runtime policy results from the read
and write policy functions, the original getter and setter
functions may be called to run in the context of the object.
The returned value will be further enforced if there is a policy defined in read policy function. Listing 5 shows this
enforcement mechanism.

6.

VALIDATION

To validate the feasibility and security of our two-tier architecture, we have applied our prototype implementation

in various application scenarios, in which untrusted thirdparty JavaScript code get integrated (e.g. gadget integration in web mashups). In this section, we will report on
one particular case study, the integration of online advertisements. This case study captures the representative characteristics of context-sensitive text advertisement services
such as AdBrite and Google Adsense.
The policy we want to enforce on the untrusted advertisement code is the following. First, we want to restrict the
untrusted code to only write to a particular subset of the
page (i.e. one particular div element, where the ad will be
displayed). Next, we want to restrict the DOM read access
to a particular subset of the page, so that only that part
of the page is used in the context-sensitive analysis of the
untrusted code. Moreover, we want to disable this reading
access as soon as the user enters data into the page (e.g. by
filling in an input form). These are just simple policies but
represent application-specific and stateful policies. For example, we can define specific elements that the ad can read
or write, or define a security state to monitor if the user
enters the data.
To enforce these policies on context-sensitive advertisement scripts, we first select the basic API of the outer sandbox to which the application-specific policies and untrusted
code will be confined. Next, we define fine-grained, stateful
policies to enforce on the untrusted code.
The baseline API enables in a coarse-grained and applicationindependent way the set of features that are accessible within
the outer sandbox (i.e. that can be used by the applicationspecific policy as well as the untrusted code). In our online
advertisement validation experiment, we have chosen to only
provide a very limited API, namely access to DOM operations. The baseline API is constructed via virtualization as
briefly mentioned in Section 4.2. The technique constructs
mediator objects by creating virtual objects which provide
predefined methods and properties to mediate accesses to
the DOM.
Next, we define the application-specific policy described
informally above. Similar to the baseline API, we construct mediator objects to mediate read and write access
to the DOM. The policy code also subscribes to the keyboard events e.g. keydown to capture any user input. The
mediator object for read access grants access based on the
requested DOM element and whether a user input event was
captured, write access is granted solely on the DOM element
specific to the ad. The policy allows the ad to set the style,
width, height of the ad area and also restricts the maximum
value of width, height so that the ad can not display an
oversize area. Listing 6 illustrates some of these policies.
The context-sensitive advertisement script and the application-specific policy are deployed in two separate code files,
and and loaded into the two sandbox environments as described in Section 3. This case study has been successfully
tested on Mozilla Firefox 4.0.1 on a Windows 7 platform.
In addition, various security tests have been performed to
assess the security guarantees by our proposed architecture.
Based on known attack vectors and vulnerabilities in previous solutions (as described in e.g. [15, 16, 14]), we assessed
whether untrusted code could break out of the sandbox environment.
For reference, we have first executed the attack vectors in
the hosting page to ensure that the attacks are successful.
We then have deployed the attack vectors into a sandbox

Listing 6: Application-specific and stateful policy
examples for untrusted ad
var d a t a r e a d = f a l s e ; // a s e c u r i t y s t a t e
var d i v M a i n p o l i c y = {
innerHTML : {
r e a d : function ( ) {
i f ( dataread )
return f a s l e ;
return true ;
},
// . . . o t h e r d e f i n i t i o n s
};
var u s e r i n p u t = {
addEventListener : {
method : function ( a r g s , p r o c e e d ) {
var e v e n t S t r = a r g s [ 0 ] ;
i f ( e v e n t S t r===’ keydown ’ ) {
d a t a r e a d = true ;
return p r o c e e d ( ) ;
}
},
args : [ ’ s t r i n g ’ , ’ function ’ , ’ boolean ’ ]
},
// . . . o t h e r d e f i n i t i o n s
};

environment with an API without any enforcement to ensure the API provides adequate functionalities and the attacks are successful. Finally, we have deploy the malicious
script into the sandbox environment with an API enforced
by above defined policies.
We did not success to break out of our proposed two-tier
security architecture; the malicious script execution is prevented by two-tier sandbox enforcement. This result was
to be expected, since our two-tier architecture relies on the
same foundations and security guarantees of the Secure ECMAScript library (SES) [3].

7.

RELATED WORK

Solving security issues for untrusted JavaScript has recently received wide attention both in industry and in the
research community. However, most of the recent work
concern the context of current version of JavaScript (ECMAScript 3). Proxy [26] is a recent approach in ECMAScript
5 to construct robust APIs. Although this approach does not
allow to specify modular and flexible policies, it can be used
to construct a robust API as a baseline API library for our
approach, providing a complete framework for the DOM access for untrusted code. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first study in enforcing fine-grained security policies for untrusted JavaScript in ECMAScript 5. In [22], the
authors have reviewed current security mechanisms for untrusted JavaScript in the literature. In this section, we only
review recent work related to fine-grained policy enforcement and sandboxing mechanisms. We divide the related
work based on whether it requires browser modification.

Browser-level implementations.
Browser-level implementations have access to the lowerlevel implementation of the JavaScript interpreter, and therefore have the possibility to modify or extend the semantics

of JavaScript to provide greater security. However, this approach also has down side from an immediate practical perspective. It requires the browser users to be proactive to
protect themselves. From a technical point of view, modifying a browser requires much effort. Moreover, the implementation is likely to change more frequently since the codebase
of browsers e.g. Firefox normally change rapidly.
JCShadow [18] is a recent work (and closest to our work)
that also motivates for fine-grained policy enforcement for
untrusted JavaScript, and proposes a reference monitor within
a JavaScript engine to enforce policies. The mechanism is
implemented by modifying the JavaScript engine in Firefox
3.5.
ConScript [16] modifies Internet Explorer 8 to provide
aspect-oriented programming constructs for JavaScript in
order to enforce fine-grained security policies. ConScript
can enforce edit automata [10] policies which is essentially
the same class covered by our policies.
Inspired by ConScript, WebJail [25] applies the deep aspect weaving technique to FireFox browser, and introduces
a least-privilege composition policy on top of this security
architecture. This secure composition policy is based on
an analysis of security-sensitive operations in the upcoming HTML5 specification, and provides a whitelist-based
approach to nine disjoint categories of sensitive operations
(such as external communication and client-side storage).
There are also several other approaches such as [5, 7] using browser modification to enforce policies. However, these
methods can only enforce coarse-grained access control policies which are not applicable to untrusted script scenarios.
On the other hand, approaches to enforcing security policies without modifying browser have advantage in themselves. The enforcement can be provided as a library by
a server or a proxy and the policies are enforced at runtime
at the browser. One branch in this area is to modify the
original program or restrict untrusted code in a safe subset
while the other deploys non-invasive approach to original
code.

Code transformation and safe subsets.
BrowserShield [21], Caja [17], and Facebook JavaScript [4]
are examples of the approaches using code modification or
filtering. BrowserShield [21] is an approach using code transformation dynamically to enforce security policies. The idea
of BrowserShield is further developed at Microsoft Live Labs
as a Web Sandbox framework [9] which rewrites untrusted
JavaScript to run it inside an isolated virtual machine which
mediates access to the real JavaScript environment.
Google Caja [17] is another approach to enforcing policies of a web page on the client side. Caja defines a safe
JavaScript subset based on object-capability model. Untrusted JavaScript code is transformed into a safe version
with isolated modules by a rewriting process. The transformed code is provided APIs by libraries such as Domita to
have indirect access to the DOM. However, Caja does not
support fine-grained policies enforcement as we investigate
in this work.
Similar to Caja, Facebook JavaScript (FBJS) [4] is an another industrial approach to sandboxing untrusted JavaScript
application embedded into Facebook. Untrusted code written in FBJS is also transformed in a separate namespace so
that it is isolated to the other.
Maffeis et al proposed another approach [11] for untrusted
JavaScript which uses filtering, rewriting, and wrapping to

isolate the untrusted code. Although these mechanisms have
proved the soundness by semantics or automated tools [12,
23], they limit untrusted code into a subset of JavaScript
and do not allow developers to specify application-specific
and fine-grained policies as we investigate in this work.
ADsafe [2] is another safe subset of JavaScript to allow untrusted advertisements executing on a trusted hosting page.
The safe subset is an interface that mediates access to the
DOM and other global variables to ensure that the untrusted
code cannot perform malicious behaviors. Before placing an
untrusted ad code into a hosting page, the ad code must
be validated by an static analysis tool called JSLint to ensure that the untrusted code only has access to the interface
provided by the ADsafe library. The soundness of API confinement of ADsafe has been shown in [20, 23]. Although
this mechanism do not allow to define fine-grained policies,
the ADsafe subset could be provided as a baseline API in our
architecture so that the untrusted code can be loaded and
executed dynamically without code validation by an off-line
tool.

Non-invasive approaches.
Non-invasive approach to enforcing security policies is exemplified by the lightweight self-protecting JavaScript method
[19]. This method defines a wrapper library in aspect-oriented
programming [8] style to intercept built-in functions with a
security policy. The library is placed at the header of a
page so that it can execute first to wrap sensitive function
calls and property accesses, and therefore to make the web
page self-protecting. The implementation of this method
faces several challenges which have been addressed in a later
work [14]. However, the implementations in [19, 14] focus on
enforcing policies on built-in objects which is at page-level
while our architecture is to enforce policies on API objects
for untrusted code. In our work, we revisit the implementation in the context of ECMAScript 5, and adapt and revise
the implementation by the new advantage features of ES5.
ObjectViews [15] is a similar approach to our work which
provides wrappers as a library in JavaScript to share objects
among principals in the browser. In untrusted code context,
ObjectViews [15] focuses on safe sharing of objects (in ES3)
between privileged code and untrusted code. However did
not discuss how to load and execute untrusted code as we
investigate in this paper.
Similar to our case study of context-sensitive advertisement application, AdJail [24] is an approach to isolating an
ad script into a hidden iframe (shadow page) which is enforced by the same-origin policy. The ad script interact with
the hosting page through tunnel scripts in both frames which
can enforce to confidentiality and integrity policies. However, the framework only supports limited coarse-grained
access control policies.

8.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our two-tier sandbox architecture is built on the specification of ECMAScript 5 and its “strict mode” to provide modular and fine-grained security policies for untrusted
JavaScript code. The implementation of the architecture
is based on an existing technique [19], and a library [3],
however, improving on both of these. In particular, the
two-tier sandbox architecture allows application-specific and
fine-grained security policies be defined and enforced modularly, which is lacking in [3], and allow the enforcement on

untrusted code, which is missing in [19]. Moreover, the policy enforcement mechanism is also executed within a sandbox so that the policy code cannot expose unprotected resources. This improves on both [3] and [19] by providing a
fail-safe for badly written policies without need for complex
policy language development. To the best of our knowledge, our security architecture is the first study in enforcing fine-grained security policies for untrusted JavaScript in
ECMAScript 54 . In summary, the architecture is unique in
the sense that it enforces application-specific and stateful
fine-grained security policies for untrusted JavaScript code
without browser modification or pre-processing of the code.
In addition, the baseline API in the outer sandbox ensures
a failsafe fallback in case of badly written policies.
Not all third-party code available in the wild supports
yet the strict mode of ECMAScript 5, but we believe that
this will be shifting quite rapidly. As ECMAScript 5 becomes available in all major browsers, and multiple content providers (such as Google and Yahoo) already favor
the strict mode. Moreover, the API of the SES sandbox library is currently under proposal by the ECMA committee
(TC 39) to be included as built-in features in a future version of ECMAScript [23], our work demonstrates the use of
SES and provides a step towards a mechanism for executing untrusted code with application-specific and fine-grained
security policy enforcement.
In future work we will further contribute to a robust baseline API, and we plan to validate our two-tier sandbox architecture on a broader range of real-life applications, by
automatically injecting the client-side architecture for existing untrusted third-party code.
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